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send

drip

down

dark

dream

drive

sound

sold

find

done

door

weekend

dropped

dropping

beside

lady

paddle

middle

decide

double

Segment the Focus Words. Highlight the letter or letters for              .  

Unit 6















Name: __________________ 

Civics and Citizenship Moderation Task Term 1 

1. Read Ms Smith’s class rules and answer the questions 

Rule Who do you think made this rule? Why was this rule made? 
What could be a consequence if 
someone didn’t follow this rule? 

Keep hands and feet 
to yourself 

   

Always walk in the 
classroom 

   

Wait your turn to 
speak 

   

Wear a hat when 
doing outside 

activities 
   



 

 

Skill Explanation 

The gallop is a continuous, locomotor movement in a forward or diagonal direction and is a combination of a 
walk and a leap. It is an asymmetrical gait as it involves a step onto a lead leg then a leap-step onto the other 
foot, the same foot is always leading. It is included in many childhood games, dances and activities. The side 

gallop is the same as the gallop except for the direction of travel. 

 

Skill Example 

Watch this video link to learn how to Forward Gallop! 
Link 

How to show us! 

Please create a video of yourself doing this skill and upload it to your class dojo portfolio.  
 
Send Mrs Bastick or Miss Stumpf (whoever teaches you for PE) a dojo message to let us know that you 
have completed it. 
 
In your video please include: 

Let us know something you found interesting about this task.  
What challenges did you face? How did you overcome them? 
Did/Can you modify it?  
How did your body feel before and after the task? 

Physical Education 
Term 1 

Week 6 – Year 3 
Fundamental Movement Skills 

Forward Galloping 
 

https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/GBSTMxQMx0M?playlist=GBSTMxQMx0M&autoplay=1&iv_load_policy=3&loop=1&modestbranding=1&start=

